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ISA’S MINING EXPO REACHING CAPACITY
Mount Isa’s iconic biennial mining exhibition MineX is set to be hosted once again this year from May
30 to June 1, with organisers Commerce North West already reporting exhibiting spaces to be near
capacity.
Showcasing the latest and greatest in mining and engineering technologies and innovations, along
with a wide array of support businesses and mining projects from across the region, MineX 2019 will
boast an extensive 3-day program.
“In addition to the introduction of a Saturday to our program and the enormous MineX Rocks free
community concert on Saturday evening this years event will incorporate a Mining and Exploration
Luncheon featuring speakers ranging from the Minerals Council of Australia to MMG Dugald River, a
Trade and Industry Only day complete with tailored meet the buyer sessions and an evening
networking function delivering maximum opportunity for exposure and genuine trade discussions;
along with exhibitors from across the country and even globe” said MineX 2019 Event Manager Katie
Schrodter.
“Bundled together this is making for a considerable amount of interest from organisations wishing to
be a part of the exhibiting line-up; our floor plan already reaching over 90% capacity.”
Hosted at Mount Isa’s Buchanan Park Entertainment Precinct in the heart of the Carpentaria Minerals
Province, MineX 2019 will kick off at 10am daily. Thursday May 30 will be a day dedicated to registered
trade and industry buyers only; Friday May 31 and Saturday June 1 will be open to the public.
Locked in to exhibit as part of the large Haymans Electrical site, Todd Grice of APS Lighting and Safety
is “looking forward to his time in Mount Isa and at MineX and maximising the opportunity to exhibit
their innovative range of mine spec mobile machinery and fixed plant LED lights and fleet collision
radar systems.”
“We are excited to have the opportunity to participate in MineX due to its reputation, the meet the
buyer sessions and it’s support by the Mount Isa mining community” he said.

www.minexqld.com

With expos such as MineX renowned for delivering maximum return on investment to those
businesses who go that extra mile, Ms Schrodter applauded exhibitors like Todd who has been
“actively pursuing meeting opportunities and promoting his attendance at MineX with current and
potential clientele.”
Boasting free entry and a range of world-class indoor and outdoor exhibits and trade specials MineX
2019 is an event not to miss.
For more information on exhibiting, the program or tickets to associated functions head to
minexqld.com
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Image- MineX Coordinators Katie Schrodter (left) and Beth Anderson prepare to welcome guests at
the 2017 event.
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